D e p a r t m e n t o f C o m p u t e r S c i e n c e C o r n e U U n i v e r s i t y
Abstract:
We consider the following problem: given a robot system, find a minimal-time trajectory from a start state to a goal state, while avoiding obstacles by a speeddependent safety margin and respecting dynamics bounds. In [CDRX] we developed a provably good approximation algorithm for the minimum-time trajectory problem for a robot system with decoupled dynamics bounds. This algorithm differed from previous work in three ways: it is possible (1) to bound the goodness of the approximation by an error term e; (2) to polynomially bound the running time (complexity) of our algorithm; and (3) to express the complexity as a polynomial function of the error term.
We extend these results to d-link, revolute-joint 3D robots will full rigid body dynamics. Specifically, we first prove a generalized trajectory-tracking lemma for robots with coupled dynamics bounds. Using this result we describe polynomial-time approximation algorithms for Cartesian robots obeying L2 dynamics bounds and open kinematic chain manipulators with revolute and prismatic joints; the latter class includes most industrial manipulators. We obtain a general O (n2(log n)( t77)6d-t~, algorithm, where n is the geometric complexity. The algorithm is simple, but the new game-theoretic proof techniques we introduce are subtle, and employ tools from disparate parts of computational geometry, robotics, and dynamical systems.
I n t r o d u c t i o n
It has long been the hope of computational geometry that by making simplifying assumptions in robotics problems, precise combinatorial algorithms could be *This paper describes research done in the Computer Science Robotics Laboratory at Cornea University. Support for our robotics research is provided in part by the National Science Foundation under grant No. IRI-8802390 and by a Presidential Young Investigator award, and in part by the Mathematical Sciences Institute.
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© 1990 ACM 0-89791-362-0/90/0006/0290 $1.50 290 obtained, and that these results could later be generalized to cover "real" robots with uncertain control, full dynamics, etc. Thus, for example, it has been common to assume point robots (often in a planar world) that can be perfectly position-controlled, and that the dynamics are trivial. Optimization issues--such as finding the "fastest" p a t h --h a v e been often ignored. Generalizing the early results and relaxing their assumptions is essential if a computational geometry approach is to have continued impact on motion planning.
We assume that our robots are 3D arbitrary d-link open kinematic chains with revolute and prismatic joints, and their motion amidst polyhedral obstacles is subject to full Lagrangian rigid-body dynamics. Furthermore, we model uncertainty in the robot's control. We give combinatorially precise answers to the question, What is an "l-approximate" minimal time solution trajectory from a start to a goal, subject to obstacle and dynamics constraints, and respecting a speeddependent "safety" margin? To prove our result, we employ new computational-geometric techniques that explore the mathematical link between control-and complexity theory.
The kinodynamic planning problem [CDRX] is to synthesize a robot motion subject to simultaneous kinematic constraints and dynamics constraints. A kinodynamic solution is a mapping from time to generalized forces or accelerations. The resulting motion is governed by a dynamics equation. A long-standing robotics problem has been to synthesize time-optimal kinodynamic solutions, by which we mean solutions that require minimal time and respect the kinodynamic constraints.
It can be shown that finding exact solutions to this constrained optimal control problem is computationally expensive (NP-hard). No exact algorithms exist for kinodynamic planning in more than one dimension. Therefore, it is reasonable to pursue approximation algorithms --algorithms that compute kinodynamic solutions that are "close" to optimal. In general, before [CDRX] no bounds were proven about the goodness of the approximations, on the time-complexity of such algorithms, nor on the relation between the two.
The chief measure of optimality is time. Safety can be incorporated into meaning of "optimal" by including an obstacle avoidance margin in the problem parameters. The approach introduced by [CDRX] therefore allows approximation algorithms for kinodynamic planning to trade off running time against optimality in terms of: (a) execution time of the trajectory, (b) strictness in observing the safety margin, and (c) closeness to the desired start and goal states 1. To formalize this trade-off we parameterize closeness to an optimal solution with a tolerance e and bound algorithmic complexity in e. We desire an algorithm that runs in polynomial time for a fixed e while guaranteeing solution accuracy e. Furthermore, as e is made smaller to improve the solution quality, the running time should increase at most as a polynomial of 1 7" Such an algorithm is a provably good polynomial-time approximation algorithm.
[CDRX] and [DX1] considered the optimal kinodynamic planning problem for a point robot with Loo dynamics bounds, and provided the first provably good polynomial-time approximation algorithm for kinodynamie planning. However, optimal kinodynamic planning for revolute-link, 3D robots has been an open problem in computational robotics for over ten years. We extend the general [CDRX] algorithm to get provably good polynomial-time approximation schemes for Cartesian (non-rotating) robots with Lz dynamics bounds and for (general) open-chain manipulators.
[JCHP] have also reported a provably good polynomial-time approximation algorithm for openchain manipulators; our approach considers only nearextremal accelerations, and hence our search algorithm has a smaller branching factor. A geometrical lemma we show for tracking coupled dynamical systems has further control-theoretic significance.
K i n o d y n a m i c
M o t i o n P l a nn i n g
Problem Description
Kinodynamic planning attempts to solve a motion problem subject to simultaneous kinematic and dynamic constraints. A robot with d degrees of freedom must move from a start state S = (s, h) to a goal state G = (g, g) while avoiding a set of obstacles and configuration (e.g. joint) limits; these are the kinematic constraints. We describe the problem for two classes of robots: Cartesian robots (robots with decoupled dynamics equations) and open kinematic chains. For a Cartesian robot, we use the natural coordinate system in ~d. For a open-chain manipulator we use joint coordinates, although we allow obstacles to be expressed tThis is a refinement in [DX1] .
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in real-world ~3 coordinates. The general problem formulation is applicable to other classes of robots.
The robot motion is controlled by applying generalized forces according to classical (Lagrangian) mechanics, which relates forces to accelerations via a dynamics equation (5). Forces are applied at the center of mass of a Cartesian robot; torques and forces are applied at the joints of the open-chain manipulator. Generalized velocities and applied generalized forces must obey certain bounds. In particular, an open-chain manipulator obeys dynamics bounds (vma~, fma~) if for all times t the joint velocities ~ and the applied generalized forces f obey the the following dynamics constraints at each joint i:
Ill(t)[ _< fma i.
These constraints and the dynamics equation (5) imply global acceleration bounds Arna~, and we define Araaz --maxi Araaz i. Dynamics bounds for a Cartesian robot substitute acceleration for force and are given usually given in an Lp-norm.
We will denote our configuration space by C, and its phase space (the robot state space) by TC. A point in TC is a (position, velocity) pair such as S or G. We assume that obstacles and robot are polyhedral and input as a pair of arrangements O with n vertices. We map these obstacles to c-space obstacles in the configuration space [LoP, C,D] . Free space is the complement of the c-space obstacles in C. We assume that the set of free configurations is bounded by a workspace d-cube of side length I combined with joint limits.
The commanded acceleration is a map a : [0, TI] --~ ~d for a closed interval [0, TI] . The path p corresponding to a is its second integral subject to the initial position and velocity S, and the trajectory F for a and S is the mapping r : [0, TI] ~ TC taking a time t to (p(t), ~(t)). Thus f~ is the time derivative of p, and a = ~. We denote the position and velocity components of a subscripted trajectory rr by Pr and f~r, respectively. Henceforth, all path functions p (and their time-derivatives, naturally) are time-dependent unless otherwise noted.
In general, problem parameters must include an encoding .A,4 of the physical quantities that determine the robot's dynamics equations, such as the mass, the center of mass, inertia, and the distance and relative orientation between joints for a given link. A general kinodynamic planning problem, then, is a tuple IC = (O, S, G, fmaz, Vma~, .h4 ).
An exact solution to the kinodynamic planning problem is a suitable encoding of the acceleration map a such that r(0) = S, r(T~) = G, and r obeys the kinematic and dynamic constraints 2. That is, p avoids all obstacles, and ~ and a respect the dynamics bounds (eg. (1) with (5)). The time for a solution a 2We will also refer to trajectory r as a solution.
is simply T]. The time-optimal kinodynamic planning problem is to find a kinodynamic solution requiring minimal execution time.
A theoretically time-optimal solution may require unrealizable precision in control or sensing. Therefore, we define a ~v-safe kinodynamic solution as one that avoids all obstacles by a safety margin 80. We define this safety margin to be an affine function of the trajectory speed. One may think of this margin as corresponding to how accurately the dynamical system can control its energy consumption. Two positive scalars co and cx characterize the safety margin, which one can view as an obstacle-free tube centered about the path. We call this tube a $v(co,cs)-safety-tube or ~v-tube; its diameter grows linearly with speed. Formally, a ~bv-safe kinodynamic solution has the property that for all times t in [0, T/], there exists a ball about p(t) in free space of radius ~(t) = co + cxll/'(t)ll.
For fixed cl, c0, we define an optimal ~bv-safe kinodynamic solution to be a 8w-safe solution whose time is minimal in the class of 8~-safe solutions. Since we require optimal solutionsrto be by-safe, we will henceforth abbreviate this to "optimal kinodynamic solu. tion".
We now specify what it means for one kinodynamic solution to "approximate" another in terms of e. Finally, we define an approzimately optimal solution (relative to ~ (co, Cl)-safety) to he a solution Fq which is "e-close" at the start and the goal, "near-optimal" in time, and "also safe". By "near-optimal", we mean that if the optimal safe solution Fopt takes time Topt, the time Tq required by Fq is bounded above by (1 + e)Topt. By "also safe", we mean that the path pq lies in an obstacle-free safety tube 6v(c~, c~) for constants c~ = (1 -e)co and c~ = (1 -e)cl. (See fig. 1 .)
Statement of Results
A robot system obeys coupled dynamics bounds if (a) its dynamics equations cannot be separated into the dynamics equations of d one-dimensional systems or (b) or there is no set of orthogonal axes such that the velocity (acceleration) bound in each axial direction is independent of the bounds in all of the other axial directions.
We describe provably good approximation algorithms for the optimal (safe) kinodynamic planning problems for two classes of robots with coupled dynamics bounds: Cartesian Robots with L2 dynamics bounds and open-chain manipulators with revolute and prismatic joints. The algorithms produce an 292 approximately optimal solutions relative to safety parameters co and cl. The approximation parameter, e, specifies how close to optimal the solution must be.
Thus, if the optimal safe solution F takes time Topt, then the algorithm finds an "e-close', "also-safe" solution Fq such that Tq _< (1 + e)Topt.
These algorithms run in time polynomial in the geometric complexity n and in the resolution (~). Specifically, our algorithms are e-approximation schemes fully polynomial in the combinatorial and algebraic complexity of the geometry, and pseudo-polynomial in the kinodynamic bounds. Concisely stated, we show the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1 Let IC be either (a) an Optimal kinodynamic planning problem (O, S, G, araax, vinos:, l, co, el) In section 3.5.5 we argue that p(n) is O(n 2 log n) under certain fairly general assumptions.
Review of Previous and Related Work
For a review of issues in robotics and algorithmic motion planning, see [Bra, Y] . There exists a large body of work on optimal control in the control theory and robotics literature. For example, see [Hol, BDG, Sch, SS1, SS2] . Much of this work attempts an analytic characterization of time-optimal solutions--for example, to prove that in certain cases piecewiseextremal ("bang-bang") controls, with a finite number of switchings, suffice. This has led to many interesting and deep subresults. For example, [BDG, Hol] show how to rescale the velocity of a given trajectory F = (p, ~) to make it time-optimal while respecting dynamics constraints. Using these ideas, a number of authors have proposed heuristic or approximation algorithms for time-optimal trajectory planning. In particular, [SH] and [SD] both implemented algorithms for robots with full dynamics, employing configuration-space or phase-space grids. They did not bound the goodness of their approximations, nor the running times of their algorithm; however, their algorithms take time that grows exponentially with the number of gridpoints. [CR] prove that the 3D polyhedral Euclidian shortest path problem is A/'P-hard; a problem reduction extends this result to show that optimal kinodynamic planning in 3D is also A/P-hard. [Pap] gives a fullypolynomial approximation algorithm for the shortest path problem. Remarks from [PT] imply that polynomial time approximation algorithms for planning optimal robot trajectories should be expected, but there is no reference to obstacles and safety. [O] provides an exact algorithm for one-dimensional kinodynamic planning. Kinodynamie planning in 2D is related to planning with non-holonomic constraints, as studied by [FW, W l and [JCl; they consider a wheeled robot with a bounded minimum turning radius.
[CDRX] introduce the algorithmic analysis approach to kinodynamic planning, give an approximation problem formulation, and provide the first provably good polynomial time approximation algorithm for 2-and 3-dimensional optimal kinodynamie planning, for decoupled dynamics. [DX1] outline the improvements to these results and report on an implementation.
[JHCP] give the first polynomial-time approximation algorithm for optimal kinodynamic planning for open chain manipulators with rotational and prismatic joints. Their work extends [CDRX] by introducing techniques such as discretizing accelerationspace according to the problem parameters and reducing state-dependent dynamics to being locally constant. Our approach toward state-dependent dynamics is similar to [JHCP] ; however, our algorithm only considers accelerations approximately at torque extremals. In concurrent independent work, [RT] obtain a polynomial-time approximation scheme for point robots obeying L2 dynamics bounds.
[DX2] summarizes results found here.
[DX3] presents these results and those from [DX1] in detail, including full proofs.
R o b o t s w i t h C o u p l e d D yn a m i c s B o u n d s

. 1 B r i e f R e v i e w o f [ C D R X ]
We briefly review the general technique and terminalogy of [CDRX] .
We say that a path p is traversed by a trajectory F [[~a(t) --~b(t) 
Extending the approach to robots with coupled dynamics bounds requires a tracking lemma for coupled systems. Our lemma 3.2 considers tracking a trajectory Fr using any of a class of discrete sets of acceleration functions and a maximum timestep given by the lemma. This class includes particular sets of (a) nearextremal piecewise-constant accelerations and sets of (b) extremal accelerations that result from applying piecewise constant torques.
The reason for considering extremal trajectory segments in the context of an approximation algorithm is subtle. Although our main goal is a provable (polynomial-time) approximation algorithm, we would hope that if the algorithm produces a solution a~: for a problem K: then there might be a "nearby" problem K7 for which a~: is the optimal solution. Intuitively, this would correspond to a proof that our solution is "stable." For this to occur, in general it would be necessary for the algorithm to consider trajectory segments that correspond to control extremals. At the time being, though, to obtain polynomial-time bounds we use trajectory segments that result from near-extremal controls on (at the interstices of) a regular grid. Incidentally, using only near-extremal controls results in a lower branching factor than would be necessary if a discretized "solid" of accelerations were used, as one might expect . . . .
T h e B a s i c A l g o r i t h m
Our algorithm is a generalization of the [CDRX] algorithm. Recall that the problem parameter amax and the timestep r chosen by the algorithm determine the spacing of gridpoints in the phase space TCgrid. In addition to choosing a timestep r, the new algorithm chooses an underlying discretisation of acceleration space with a grid-spacing /~ that we derive as a function of the velocity and generalized force bounds, robot dynamics, safety parameters co and c,, and the approximation parameter e. /.~i is the acceleration grid-spacing in dimension i, and each/.L i shrinks polynomially in e. We call the set of acceleration-space gridpoints the In-grid. The choice o f / / a n d r induces an underlying regular a grid covering the state space of the robot (the phase space TC). This implies that if the jth joint is revolute, then/.Lj must be chosen so that ~ divides 27r. This phase space (robot state 2 space) grid is the TC-grid used by the algorithm.
Wlog, we assume that the start S' and goal G' lie on the TC-grid. After choosing/.~ and r, the algorithm aTo see the induced discretization is regular, consider the set of all points in TC reachable from a start state via any sequence of accelerations on the/.t-grid each followed for time r.
performs a breadth-first search of the TC-grid starting from S'. We can view this phase as the search for a shortest path between two vertices on a directed graph in which the vertices are TC-gridpoints and the edges are trajectory segments generated 
f = M(p)a + [~TC(p)~] + G(p). (5)
The inertia matrix M is symmetric positive definite; for a Cartesian robot it is diagonal. C(p) is a d x d x d tensor that encodes centripetal and Coriolis forces. G is the gravity term. Suppose a trajectory rr = (pr, ~) obeys the bounds f, na,. Consider the e-time-rescaled (3) trajectory r~..
We find that at time (1 + e)t fr'((l + e)t) = (I + e) ----~ + (i + e) 2 G(pr(Q).
This means that F' r obeys some Loo-smaller bounds f~a~" Specifically, assuming that the forces needed to hold the robot stationary are bounded by ~f,~ax, r~. obeys the bound = fmo .
Intuitively, we expect that if a trajectory Fq tracks F~. as defined in (3) closely enough, then Fq will be (1 -e)6v-safe. As it turns out, coupled dynamics do not affect the applicability of Safe Tracking Lemma from [CDRX] . Thus, we show the correctness of our 4Technically, they are only near-extremal. algorithm by showing that in the worst case, for some optimal trajectory Fr, our algorithm can find a trajectory Fq that tracks F'~ to tolerance a (O~, Or).
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T h e C o u p l e d T r a c k i n g L e m m a 
M o t i v a t i o n a n d S t a t e m e n t o f t h e
i.e., with respect to any direction tr, we can find an aY(o) that has such a tel advantage over a. Note that the size of this xt advantage depends on both the fineness of the//.-grid and the margin x between the boundaries of .A(p, ~) and .A'(p, ~). Since p and ~ are functions of time, we generalize .,4 to denote a function .,4 : t i m e ~ { X : X is a set of accelerations}. Let y be a set of acceleration functions. Suppose that for interval 27 = [rt, rl + z~r/] the following is true: if a E .A(t) for all t E 27 and tr is a d-vector of l's and -l's, then there is some a y E Y such that
Arl for each i and each t E 27. Then we say that y has a uniform tot advantage over .A during 27.
To prove the correctness and time complexity of our algorithm we follow the general proof technique of [CDRX] . We wish to find, given a tracking tolerance (0z, t/r), how fine the underlying acceleration grid/x and how short the timestep r must be so that for any trajectory F~ (obeying the dynamics bounds) the algorithm is guaranteed to find a Fq that tracks the time-rescaled (according to (3)) trajectory F' r to tolerance (Or, fly) .
In constructing such a Fq for a given F~., during each timestep ~n the algorithm chooses acceleration function a(,) from a set of acceleration functions 7/(") that has a uniform tel advantage over A(F~.) in 27,. However, since the dynamics of an open chain manipulator are state dependent, for there to be a 7"/('~) that has a uniform ~t > 0 advantage over .A(F~) during In, Fq must be tracking F'~ to some fundamental tracking tolerance (7/r0, t/r0), and the length of the I , cannot exceed some fundamental timestep r0.
The Coupled Tracking Lemma relates a desired tracking tolerance (O~, Or), a ~t acceleration advantage, and global acceleration bounds to an upper bound on r, given the existence of a fundamental tracking tolerance (O~0, 0r0) and a fundamental timestep to. A(t) It is suOicient that r _< ro and
is a set of accelerations} such that if a, a' E .A(t), then for all t and i, la~(t) -at(t)[ _< 2Am~r. Let vm~r be a velocity bound. Let Fr(t) respect
(lo)
P r o v i n g t h e Lemma
To prove the lemma we consider a game of trying to track an adversary in a one dimensional space. The game is a series of rounds, each of which simulates motions taking time r. The game begins with adversary in state (z0, v0) and you in state (x~, v~) . (See fig. 3 .) In each round n the adversary plays first by choosing for himself an acceleration function an bounded above and below by ama~ n and a r n i n n , where lamas , --a r n i n n ~_ 2Amax [. His state (Xn+l, Vn+l) at the end of the round (beginning of the next) is computed from his state (Xn, v,) and this acceleration function by integration. For your play in round n, you then choose between HIGH and LOW; this choice limits the acceleration function that the adversary can choose for you to , I
determine your state (Xn+a, v,+l) at the end of the round. Note that you play only HIGH or LOW; the adversary chooses youracceleration as well as his own.
However, his choice of your acceleration is constrained by your play. Specifically, if you play HIGH, then your adversary can choose any function a~ such that ~"+~-~" Jr ~ <
~.(t) _< a m .~. + ~h for t ~ [nr, (n + 1)7-], if you play LOW, then your adversary's choice must obey the condition -amin , --~h _< tin(t) _<
Your state (xn+Dvn+~) at the end of the~round is computed using your state at the end of the previous round and ~ a n • Intuitively, it would make sense to try the following strategy: try to go faster than the adversary if you have fallen behind; and try to go slower than the adversary if you have gotten ahead; but never go much faster or much slower than the adversary. Indeed, we consider a specific version of this simple strategy:
S i m p l e S t r a t e g y
Assume that at the beginning of round n that 
and for all t ~ [0, nr]:
We see by inspection of the strategy that (12) holds. If the condition at n = 0 holds, then we can see by induction that one of the following cases holds for each relevant n, thus implying (13).
C a s e 1
Suppose that Ixn --z~l _< 2(Ama~ + ~h)r 2. Furthermore, suppose that the difference on the lefthand side is positive; the negative case is similar. Since you are guaranteed to be able to gain on the adversary in position during round j if vj + . 4~ < v;, no more than 7(A=..+~) rounds will elapse before you are guaranteed to be able to gain on the adversary or not fall further behind. Let n + k be the first round after n during which it is sure that you can gain. Then f o r j ~n < j < n + k , vj + A,~.zr4 _< vj < vj 3(Am~x + tch)r and Given .4, vma~, and Fr, suppose that (r/x0, ~vo) and 7-0 meet the hypotheses of the lemma.
Let 0?x, I/u) be given. Choose r such that ro > r; We consider play during round n, assuming that you have followed the Simple Strategy and play has proceeded legally through the end of the previous round. By Claim 3.3, in each game i, Fq,i(nr) is within (t/to, ~v0) of F,,i(nr). Then during round n, for each of the 2 d combinations of HIGH and LOW, there is some function an(t) ~ 2-/~ ~) such that the adversary can legally choose (for you) aN(t) in the i th game, provided you follow the Simple Strategy. Suppose you do so. Then by the claim, in each game i, rq,i((n + 1)r)is within (t/~0, t/o0) of F~,i((n + 1)r). By induction, we see that (13) holds for the duration of the game. (See fig. 4.) Therefore, if for all n, for all t q [nr, (n + 1)r], aq(t) = a/~(t), then F¢ tracks F~ to Loo tolerance
Ivr(t) -vq(t)l I=r(t) -=q(t)l
Applying the Lemma Simply: Cartesian Robots
Using this lemma and global dynamics bounds we can show the following. First, for any t/~, t/, > 0, we can choose/t and r such that for any trajectory F~. obeying f,~ax, there is a (/t, r)-grid-bang trajectory within the (t/~, T/~)-tube about F~. and obeying fm,z~. Second, for the robot classes we consider, r and t h e / t l need only be polynomially small in the tube size and e. This gives us the complexity bound in Theorem 2.1.
Note that by using the Coupled Tracking Lemma and global dynamics bounds, we can show the following: by using trajectory segments that correspond to the application of constant generalized forces that lie on the force-extremal surface for duration r, we can find a $'v-safe trajectory Fq taking time < T(1 +e) ifa Sv-safe trajectory Fr taking time T exists. A constant set of gridpoints on the surface of force-extremals is adequate for the robots we consider. However, we have not yet been able to polynomially bound the number of states an algorithm using this set of force controls would have to search to find a provably good approximation. This is why we use (/~, r)-bangs in our algorithm.
For Cartesian robots obeying L2 dynamics bounds, the /t-grid spacing will be identical along each axis; that is, for some g / t i = P for each dimension i. It is straightforward to choose # and r by using Lemmas 1 3.1 and 3.2. I f 0 < e < 1, then ~ < 1 -~ < 2e. Choosing ~u < ~-~ implies that if al _< ~u and any ~o, then for all t the (~, ro)-extremal shell 7-/(pq(t), ~q(t))
has a uniform mr-advantage over .A= (p,(t) , p=(t)), regardless of how closely Fq tracks F' r. Applying the two lemmas we obtain a r proportional to e.
The size of the search space is O (~) and thus 3.5.4 A p p l y i n g t h e L e m m a to
Open Chain Manipulators
For open-chain manipulators we must choose/t and v small enough so that the hypothesis of Lemma 3.2 is true, allowing for changes in .A(pq, f~q) and .4'(p'r, ~.) during the timestep and and for how inexactly Fq tracks F~. We first show that there exist maximal p, To, y/~0, and r/vo such that (a) if Fq(nr0) is within (r/to, ~?v0) of F~(nro), then the (/t, r0)-extremal shell 7"/(pq(nT-0), fJq(nro)) has a uniform iq-advantage over . A~(p~(t),~(t) ) in the time interval [nro, (n + 1)vo]; and (b) r0 is adequately small so that we can apply structural induction and Lemma 3.2 to show that there exists a (/t, r)-bang rq that tracks FIr to tolerance (r]~0, T/v0). It follows that we can apply the lemma as long a s / t i -< # for all i and r _< r0.
We now summarize the key steps used to prove that the necessary p, T0, r/to, and r/o0 exist and that they are no smaller than O (~). and (c) (Ap, A~) ranges over 7~(v0) Thus, to show that we can apply the Coupled Tracking Lemma, we need to show how fast hr, hqo, and hq, shrink with v0, r/=0, and r/~0. Consider (5) and recall its derivation, say from [AS] . The individual terms of the tensors M(p), C(p), and G(p) are sums of products of components of p and their sines and cosines (e.g, Pi, cos(pj), and sin(pk)) and configuration independent qualities. Tak We can then compute bounds for hr, hqo, and hq, in terms of to, T/=, and r/u. Bounds for the ~TC(p)~] and G(p) terms on the right-hand side of (5) and their derivatives can be obtained directly using the term-by-term O(llhlD argument described above, or one can simply use explicit general results from [HP] . After much computation (see [DX3] ), we find that for appropriate constants Cr, Cqo, Cql, and C~1:
Recalling (17) and (21), we find that sufficient upper bounds on r/xo, p, and r0 are proportional to e, and that a sufficient upper bound on r/v0 is proportional to vf~.
Safety-Checking
Observe that the kinodynamic solutions our algorithm obtains have piecewise-constant acceleration ~.
Hence the solution trajectory Fq is algebraic: pq (resp. ~q) is piecewise quadratic (resp. linear) in time t. Thus, for Cartesian manipulators, safety checking amounts to intersection detection between Fq and a set of polyhedral obstacles in TC. Each For open chain manipulators revolute joints, safety is checked in the same manner (by affinely growing the obstacles); however, computationally, safety checking is more complicated. Recall (/.~, r)-bangs have position components that are quadratic in t and velocity components that are linear in t. We would like to apply an algebraic collision detection predicate such as that of [C] . It is possible to describe the c-space obstacles algebraically by using the substitution uj = tan ~-for each revolute joint j. However there is no way to algebraically parameterize the trajectory rq that results from this substitution if the configuration space has more than one dimension. Thus, our collision predicate will contain terms that contain products of tangents (or sines and cosines) of components of p and ~. Since each timestep is finite, and in practice, very short, these transcendental terms can be approximated by polynomials; thus approximate detection of 6v-safety violations can be done algebraically. The resulting error es in checking safety can be bounded and made arbitrarily small by increasing the degree of the polynomial. This error can be accounted for by adjusting c~. Then one could implement either a conservative algorithm, which only finds solutions that are guaranteed (~ + es)-safe, or an "optimistic" algorithm that finds solutions that are (~f~ -e,)-safe.
To summarize, under a combinatorial model that charges unit cost for finding the roots of a univariate trignometric polynomial of fixed degree and size, safety checking can be done in time O(n 2 log n). Numerical methods fitting this model could be used to approximately solve the polynomial in t; however, the error in these methods can be bounded and incorporated into the safety margin.
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C o n c l u s i o n s
We have described and sketched proofs for a polynomial-time e-approximation scheme for nearoptimal kinodynamic planning, for open kinematic chain robots with d revolute or prismatic joints. Full details are found in [DX3] The robots obey full Lagrangian rigid body dynamics, and we model uncertainty in control by incorporating "safety" into our definition of "optimal". Our algorithm is precise and combinatorial, and gives bounds on the solution accuracy and running time, and relates them by o((D6 -1 ).
5 R e f e r e n c e s We try to track an adversary whose velocity vr respects Amaz. 
4:
